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Two- and Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulations of Coupled Fluid and Heat Flow 
Beneath a Marine Sediment Pond
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How does fluid and heat move through the 
largest aquifer on the planet?
• The upper volcanic aquifer housed in marine crust is responsible for 
  ~15%- 25% of global heat loss 
• Understanding dynamics of these systems are important to our 
  interpretation of global geochemical fluxes, microbiome, and serve 
  as analogs to similar systems on Ocean Worlds

North Pond
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• Located on ~7 My old crust, ~140 km 
  west of MAR at a depth of 4400 mbsl
• Sedimented “pond” surrounded by 
  volcanic crust which makes up 
  topograpghic highs
• ~8 km x ~14 km
• Sedimented thickness ≤250 m 

Heat flux measurements show:
• Heat flux is generally less than 
  lithospheric input 
  (<170-190 mW/m2)
• Heat flow is spatially variable
→ Lower on South and East 
     margins 
→ Elevated around the Western     
     and Northern margins
• Considerable variability is 
  observed in both space 
  and magnitude of heat flux 
  values
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Historical Interpretations
• Given higher heat flux on the   
  west, suggested flow below 
  North Pond is from East to West
• Heat flux is strongly suppressed 
  closer to recharge site
• This assumes a single pass 
  “flow-through” of fluid below 
  North Pond.
• Implies water should be 
  younger and cooler to east, 
  older and warmer to west

Schmidt-Schierhorn et al. (2012)

• Is there a preferred orientation of fluid flow 
  below North Pond? 
• An explanation of both the broad pattern of heat flux
  values and the extreme spatial variability?
• Are coupled fluid-heat fluxes are steady, or might they 
  change with time?

Key Questions
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Two-Dimensional Simulations
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• Two-
  dimensional 
  domains were
  geometrically
  constrained 
  using seismic 
  transects.
• Representative horizons 
  were picked from seismic tomographies 
  and georeferenced into modeling domains
 - Orange - Sedimented seafloor
 - Purple - Sediment outcrop contact / top of outcrop 
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• Sediment and variable aquifer thicknesses  
  were incorporated into the domain to explore the   
  effect of these permutations 
• The following physical properties and boundary 
   conditions were considered:

Simulations resulted in:
• Mixed convection with limited lateral flow capable of  
  matching heat flux data
• Fluids recharging and discharging from both sides of   
  sedimented pond
• Permeabilites consistent with observations
  and simulations from other studies on ridge 
  flank systems

The plot above shows aquifer permeability ≥10-10 m2 is 
needed to match heat flux observations from North Pond 
regardless of aquifer thickness

**Previous studies of ridge flank systems show that fluxes are different in two- vs three-dimensions**

Three-Dimensional Simulations
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To construct a three-dimensional 
modeling domain dominant wave-
length and period of the region 
surrounding North Pond 
was combined with the geometry of 
the sediment pond 
(as observed in the figure on the left).

The figure on the left shows the 
modeling domain derived from the 
local and regional characteristics.

Simulations resulted in:
• Mixed convection observed in two-dimensional simulations
• Wide magnitude variations of heat flux in close spatial proximity
• Temporally evolving pattern of mixed convection as observed 
  in surface heat flux values 

Simulations on this domain, were run with the same 
physical properties and boundary conditions as 
two-dimensional simulations.

An updated conceptual model of North Pond
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• Single pass flow geometry is not required to match heat flux observations
• Recharge and discharge are diffuse throughout the volcanic crust surrounding  
  North Pond 

•Three-Dimensional simulations result in variations of fluxes both spatially 
  and temporally
• Mixed convection is observed (in two- and three-dimensions) and must be 
  considered when trying to explain heat flux and fluid data 

• No preferred orientation of fluid and heat flow below 
  North Pond is required to match heat flux observations
• The broad pattern of heat flux and extreme spatial variability    
  can be explained by chaotic and oscillatory fluid convection   
  within the upper volcanic aquifer.
• Coupled fluxes of fluid and heat below North Pond are not
  steady-state. 
• The evolution of fluxes is extremely dynamic and produce   
   fluids of varying temporal and chemical signatures. 

Key Findings

If you are interested in this or any other 
work please contact me 
at adnprice@ucsc.edu or visit my web-
site at adamnicholasprice.github.io
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